LASH EXTENSIONS
1. Do you have any allergies? (Include all allergies e.g. food, adhesives, sticking plasters, plant, drugs)
2. Do you have any illnesses?
3. Do you have any eye condition or irritation?
4. Have you had any type of eye surgery in the last 6 months?
5. Have you ever had an adverse reaction after lash extensions? If so please give details:

6. Have you had lash extensions since this incident?
Do not wear eye make up to your lash appointment. Any time spent by us removing eye make up will come out of your appointment,
resulting in less time for applying lashes. We do not provide make up wipes.
If you have fair lashes we recommend booking a lash tint with your lash extensions so that your extensions blend well, as they are
black. This will give your lashes a fuller appearance and eliminate the need for mascara on your lower lashes.
Please be aware that we cannot perform lash extensions if you have had recent eye surgery, have any irritation, or have had an allergic
reaction to lash extensions. Usually if you've reacted once, even with a history of lash application without reactions, you might
continue to react.
Allergic reactions can occur suddenly without history. If this happens we recommend you seek medical advice, and let us know as soon
as possible. Removal of lash extensions can further irritate the eyes, and we may require written clearance from a doctor to do this.

CONSENT

All of the information you provide is confidential and kept safe, and will only be accessed by the therapists performing or assisting with
your treatments and record keeping. We ask for this information so that we can provide you with a safe and successful treatment.
Upon reading and signing this consent form I understand that although all professional care is taken in delivering the best possible
treatment and advice at the time, I will not hold Beauty Refinery clinic or staff liable, if for some unforeseen reason there is an adverse
reaction or side effect during or after the treatment. I also agree to follow all home care advice given to me once I leave the premises.
I have informed Beauty Refinery of any previous treatment reactions.
I also understand that I am personally responsible for my aftercare once I leave the clinic. This consent applies to all treatments I have
at Beauty Refinery, and I will update my information with my therapist should any of it change prior to treatment.
I confirm that I have been given, read and understood of Beauty Refinery's pre and post care treatment advice, and all of my questions
have been answered.
I also confirm that I am 16 years of age or older.
Name:

Date:

Signature:

AFTERCARE
1. Keep lashes dry for 24 hours post treatment. Getting them wet may cause you to lose your lash extensions. Be careful of cleansing
your face, showering, swimming, eye drops, contact lens solution, tears or watery eyes.
2. After 24 hours we recommend cleaning your lash extensions with water, and very gently with oil-free eye make up remover and a
lash cleansing brush. Cotton buds, pads or towels or face cloth loops may catch on your lashes. Not cleaning them could affect
retention.
3. Try not to sleep on your lash extensions, as this may affect retention.
4. Any kind of oil will cause the lash extension glue to break down more quickly.
5. Eye make up such as eye liner and mascara can impact your lash retention because they usually contain oils, as do eye make up
removers.
6. Changes in lash growth patterns, health, pregnancy, oiliness of skin and hair can also reduce retention.
7. We sometimes recommend you take a break from lash extensions if your natural lashes appear to become brittle or weakened. We
do our best to assist you in this decision, but ultimately its up to you. Continuing with lash extensions against our advice can cause long
term weakening.
8. We recommend having your lashes infilled every 2 - 3 weeks until you need a removal and new set applied. Anything over 3 weeks
does not count as in infill, and you will need a new set at the full price.
9. If you have followed all of this advice and you still lose more than 25% of your extensions in the first 48 hours, contact us
immediately and we'll arrange an assessment.

